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Abstract

The goal of the present paper is to establish some kind of regularity of an energy minimizer
map between Riemannian polyhedra. More precisely, we will show the H61der continuity of local
energy minimizers between Riemannian polyhedra with the target spaces without focal points.
With this new result, we also complete our existence theorem obtained in [5], and consequently
we generalize completely, to the case of target polyhedra without focal points (which is a weaker
geometric condition than the nonpositivity of the curvature), the Eells-Fuglede's existence and
regularity theorem 12, chapters 10, 11] which is the new version of the famous Eells-Sampson's
theorem 13].
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0. INTRODUCTION.

It is well known that the problems dealing with the existence of energy minimizing maps
are related to those of local or global regularity. For example, Eells and Sampson 13] proved
that every free homotopy class of maps between smooth Riemannian manifolds, if the target
manifolds are of nonpositive sectional curvature, has an energy minimizer which is smooth.
Gromov and Schoen [15] extended the Eells-Sampson's results to the case when the target
spaces are Riemannian polyhedra and obtained Lipschitz continuous energy minimizers, while
Korevaar and Schoen 21] 22] dropped the polyhedral restriction on the target spaces permitting
it to be any geodesic space. Later Eells and Fuglede 12, chapters 10, 11] proved the existence of
holder continuous energy minimizers between Riemannian polyhedra with the assumption that
the target polyhedra are of nonpositive curvature in the sense of Alexandrov 2 Note that the
Riemannian polyhedra are very interesting examples as singular spaces, being harmonic spaces
(in the sense of Brelot, see 12, ch. 2 and provide several examples as smooth Riemannian
manifolds, triangulable Lipshitz manifolds, Riemannian orbit spaces, singular analytic spaces,
stratified spaces, etc...

In turn, in [5] we expanded the Eells-Fuglede's existence theorem to the case of the target
polyhedron without focal points in the sense of 4 but the geometric arguments developed
therein did not permit to us to tell something on the local regularity. In fact, we were interested
in the Riemannian polyhedra without focal points because this class of polyhedra is wider than
the class of those of nonpositive Alexandrov's curvature even if the polyhedra are smooth.
Indeed, a geodesic space of nonpositive curvature is always without focal points (cf. 41) while,
Gulliver 16] has shown that there are manifolds without focal points of both signs of sectional
curvature.

The goal of the present paper is to show the H61der continuity of local energy minimizers
between Riemannian polyhedra with the target spaces without focal points. With this result, we
also complete our existence theorem obtained in [51, and consequently, we generalize completely,
to the case of target polyhedra without focal points, the last version of the existence and
regularity theorem, due to Eells and Fuglede 12, chapters 10, 111. Remark that, if both the
source and the target of the maps are smooth, the theorem is due to Xin (cf. 2). The methods
we will use to solve this problem are (far) different from those used in the smooth case because
the aim is also to cover the singular case. Consequently, we will follow the Eells-Fuglede's spirit,
but several difficulties arise because of our weaker geometric condition (the absence of the focal
points) 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we use the absence of the focal points in a
Riemannian polyhedron to produce a strong convexity property of the square of the distance
function. We note that establishing this geometric property was quite difficult compared to
the Eells-Fuglede's case where the strong convexity of the square of the distance function is a
direct consequence of the nonpositivity of the curvature. In section 2 we establish the 1161der
continuity of energy minimizer maps between Riemannian polyhedra. Section 3 is devoted to the
application of the established regularity to our existence theorem obtained in [5]. To conclude
the paper, and for the sake of completeness, an annex containing an overview of recent metric
geometry, Riemannian polyhedra, Energy of map etc.... has been included with references for
all the results stated.

1. RIEMANNIAN POLYHEDRA WITHOUT FOCAL POINTS.

This section is devoted to the study of the convexity of the square of the distance function.
More precisely we will firstly investigate the case of a simply connected smooth Riemannian
manifold without focal points. Secondly, we will use the result obtained in the smooth case
to show that the square of the distance function in simply connected Riemannian polyhedra
without focal points in the sense of 41, is strongly convex (see the definition below).
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1.1 Smooth Riemannian manifolds without focal points.
The aim of this paragraph is to use the absence of the focal points in a Riemannian manifold

to show that the square of the distance function from any fixed point is in some sense strongly
convex. Usually, in the literature we talk about the convexity of the square of the distance
function and never about its strong convexity. For that reason and for our interests we decide
to show this property here.

Let M denote a simply connected complete smooth Riemannian manifold, t �-* a(t a geodesic
and p E M a point not belonging to u. We have the following proposition.

Proposition 1.1.
If the manifold M is compact without focal points, then the square of the distance function

from the point p is strongly convex, that is,
for every geodesic a [0, 1] -+ M, there exists a positive constant a such that:

d'(p, u(s)) (1 - s)d 2 (p, or 0)) + sd'(p, o,(1) - as(l - s)d 2('a(O)' O' (1)).

For the proof of the proposition we need the following lemma.

Lemma 12.

Let M or and p be as in Proposition 1. 1. Then there exists a positive constant c such that:

d2 2 (p, , (S) > C

�S2 d

Proof of Lemma 12.

Let us consider a geodesic variation joining the point p and the geodesic o as follows:

Let -y : (s, ) E R x [0, 11 �-+ 7(s, t) be an M-valued map such that, -y(., 1 = a and for every

fixed s, -y(s,.) is minimal geodesic connecting p to u(s)-

Set T a (the direct image by -y of the vector field a ) and V a . Note that theat at as
vector field V is a Jacobi field 24] with O = 0. By a direct computation we obtain:

d2 1

dS2 d'(p, u(s) = I [(VTVVTV - (R(TV)TV)Idt,

where V denotes the symmetric Riemannian connection of M (relative to its given Riemannian

metric) and R is its associate curvature tensor [101.

Recall that any such Jacobi field V can be decomposed as follows:

V = V- + aT + btT,

where Vj_ is a Jacobi field perpendicular to the geodesic -y(s,.) and T is the unit tangent vector

along Thus we obtain:

d2 2 p, , (S)) 2.
ds2 d 10 [(VTVL, VTVL - (R(T, V)T, V)Idt + b

The manifold M is assumed without focal points, consequently, on one hand the right term

[(VTVL, VTVL - (R(T, Vj_)T, V)Idt is strictly positive, on the other hand the real number

b is nonzero (because Y = UT is a nontrivial Jacobi field vanishing at and Yt)l is strictly

increasing, cf. 26], and M is compact); thus the lemma is thereby proved.

Next, we are going to give the proof of Proposition 1.1.
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Proof of Proposition 1. 1.
It is well known, in the theory of convex functions, that if we are looking for some convexity

property on a simply connected Riemannian smooth manifold of a given function it is enough
to show the midconvexity of the relevant property. So, following this tradition, we will show:

for given parametrization of the geodesic we have for (closed to 0) t > :

1 1
d'(p, o(O)) < d'(p, o(-t)) + d'(p, o,(t) - at'.

2 2

Rom Lemma 12, there is a positive constant c such that d2d2(p, U(t))1t=O > c. Then, we=dt
obtain for all > the following inequality:

d2(p,-(t))-d 2(p,_(O))d2(p, a (0)) - d2(Pa(_t))

t t > c f,

t

which ends the proof of the proposition. 0

Remarks 13.
Proposition 1. 1 is also valid if the manifold M is the universal cover of a compact Riemannian

manifold without focal points.

1.2 Complete Riemannian polyhedra without focal points.
The goal of this paragraph is to show that in the universal cover (so simply connected)

of complete compact Riemannian polyhedron without focal points, the square of the distance
function from any fixed point is strongly convex. Recall that in [51, it is already shown that in
a simply connected locally compact Riemannian polyhedron the square of the distance function
is (just) convex. For simplicity of statements we shall require that, our Riemannian polyhedra
are simplexwise smooth. But the results of this paragraph are also valid with mostly the same
proofs if the Riemannian polyhedra are just Lip.

Let (X, dX, g) be a Riemannian polyhedron endowed with simplexwise Riemannian metric g
and (K, 0 a fixed triangulation (cf. the annex 32).

Recall that for each point p - X (or O(p) E K), there are well defined notions, the tangent
cone over p denoted TpX and the link over p noted SpX which generalizes respectively the
tangent space and the unit tangent space if X is also a smooth manifold (see the annex 31).

Now, we state the main result of this section.

Theorem 14.
Assume that the polyhedron X is compact and without focal points. Let fC denote its universal

cover and p a point of k. Then for every geodesic a I C R -* X, the square of the distance
function from the point p to the geodesic o is strongly convex, that is,

there exists a positive constant c depending only on the polyhedron X such that:

d'(p, o(s)) (I - s)d'(p, cr(O) + sd'(p, cr(l) - cs(l - s)d 2(o, (0),a(1)).

Before giving the proof of Theorem 14, let us start by the following remarks:

Remarks 1.5.

(1) Alexander and Bishop [1] have shown that a simply connected complete locally convex
geodesic space is globally convex. Thus, following the same argument as the one used
by Alexander-Bishop, to prove Theorem 14, it is only required to show that every point
x k admits an open convex neighborhood U,,,. In other terms, we just need to show the
following: For every x E k there is an open neighborhood U,, such that, every geodesic
a with end points in U; belongs to Ux and the function L : t i--+ d(x, o(t)) is strongly
convex.
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(2) It is shown in [5] that if Y is complete and simply connected Riemannian polyhedron
without focal points then, for every geodesic or C Y, the function L : t �-* d 2 Xa(t) is

continuous and convex.

Proof of Theorem 14.
Let X, g, d) be a compact polyhedron, f(, §, ) its universal cover (so it is complete and

simply connected) and K, 0) a triangulation of fC. The fundamental group 7r, (X) acts iso-
metrically and simplicially on thus there exists a compact set C called a fundamental
domain of 7r, (X) whose boundary i9P has measure arid each point of is 7r, (X)-equivalent
either to exactly one point of the interior of or to at least one point of (9.P. The fact that X
is compact implies that the compact can be obtained as a suitable finite union of maximal
simplexes of k.

In the following we will omit the horneomorphism of the (some) triangulation in our notations
and so we will not make any distinction between the simplexes of 9 and the simplexes of K. By
the first remark of 1.5 it is only required to show the locally strong convexity (in our sense) and
for points belonging to the fundamental domain. So there are two cases to investigate, the first
one is when the point p is in the topological interior of some maximal simplex of the fundamental
domain and the second one is when the point p E is vertex (to the triangulation (K, 0)).

Suppose that p is in the interior of the maximal simplex A. Then there exists a positive real
r > such that the open ball B(p, rp) with center p and ray rp is contained in A. Thanks to
the Riemannian metric gA, the open Ball B(p, rp) can be thought of as sub-manifold of some
compact simply connected smooth Riemannian manifold endowed with the Riemannian metric
gA. Now take a geodesic a with end points in B(p, rp) then by the second remark of 1.5 it is
contained in the ball B(prp). The polyhedron is without focal points so the neighborhood
(sub-manifold) B (p, rp) is without focal points too. Thus, by Proposition 1. 1, the function L is
strongly convex for every geodesic a contained in B (p, r).

Now, look at the case when p is a vertex of F. Let rp be a positive real such that the open ball
B(p, rp) is included in the open star st(p) of p (see, Annex 31). Let O : [a, b] -- P be a geodesic
of B(p, rp) and let i A' (finite union because it is locally compact) denote the star of p We
know that there is a subdivision to = a, tI, ... , t, = b such that each restriction o i [ti'ti+ I I Ai is
a geodesic in the sense of smooth Riemannian geometry. So by Proposition 11 and the second
remark of 1.5, the question about the strong convexity of the function L(t = d(p, a(t)) is asked
when or transits from a simplex Ai to a simplex i+, i.e. at the points ti.

Reparameterizing the geodesic a and suppose that for fixed j, tj = and that for small > 
the geodesic segment ol[-,,Ol is included in the maximal simplex Al nd o-j[O,,] is included in
the maximal simplex A2 (by taking small enough).

By Remark 1.5 the function L(t = d 2 p, , t) is continuous then, as it is used in the theory

of convex functions, it is only required to show the strong midconvexity of the function L i.e.

Ct2.for every t E [0, El, L(O) 1 L(-t) + L(t)
2 2

Every maximal simplex Ai from the star of p is thought of as a cell of some smooth compact

simply connected Riemannian manifold Mi, g) without focal points. Recall that there is an

exponential function (diffeomorphism) defined from the tangent bundle TMi of each manifold

Mi to Mi. Let us now consider the two exponential maps exp, : TpMI --+ MI and eXP2 : TpM2 --+

M2. The spaces T M, i = 1 2 can be assimilated to an euclidean space of dimension lower or

equal the dimension of the polyhedron X. Consequently, there is an isometry I TpMj --+ TpM2.

Then, thanks to the diffeomorphism exP2 oIoexp-1 (and its inverse), we can compare (point by1
point) the associate distance functions dI, d2 to the iemannian metrics 1, 92 in the following

sense:

for every point q E MI, compare d, (p, q) and d2 (p, eXP2 ol o exp- 1 (q))
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With this possibility, comparing the distance functions d and d2, we can suppose for example
that d d2 for some t E I-E, El.

By the definition of the distance function d of the polyhedron X we have: d(p, o,(0) <
di (p, o-(0)). Now consider the concatenation a, c Ml of the two geodesics o-,[_t,0] and expl oI-'o

exp2- 1 up, t1). Then by the fact that the polyhedron J� is without focal points and the distance
comparison hypothesis, a, is minimal geodesic and the function t -* d2(p, .1) is strongly convex
i.e.

2 (p, 0.(0)) 2 2 (t)) _ t2.o-(0) < d di (p,,7(-t)) + -d (p, expl oI-1 o exp-'(o-
1 2 2 2

But we have supposed that d < d2 at t so d2(p, expl oI-1 o exp-l u(t))) d2(A U(t)) which1 2
leads to:

j'(p, o-(0)) < d2(p'0,(0)) < 1 d 2 (p, , t) + 1d2 p 0(t) _ el t2.
1 2 2 2

Now if we take c = inf (el, C2) we obtain:

2 , 7(_t) + 2 (p 0(t) _ Ct2.
(p 0 (0)) 2d1 2d2

But in the interior of each Ai, we have di (may be we should take an rp smaller) so we
have:

-2 j1 (p 0(t) _ Ct2
d ( 0)) < - j ( 0 0) +2 2

To end the proof, we just remark that firstly for every t E the two distance functions
di, d2 are comparable (in the above sense). Secondly, the inequality (*) is symmetric in di
and d2 (because if d2 d just inverse the role of d and d2 in the proof and we obtain the
same inequality). Thirdly, we can choose the c uniformly because is locally compact and
F is compact. Finally, the polyhedron X is simply connected so by Remarks 1.5 (the first
remark) the local strong convexity of the square of the distance function becomes global for a
constant c depending only on the fundamental domain and consequently it depends only on
the polyhedron X.

Before ending this section, we mention the following remarks:

Remarks 16.

(1) Theorem 14 is also valid if the spacek is compact simply connected Riemannian poly-
hedron without focal points (not necessarily the universal cover of a compact Riemannian
polyhedron), or it is a Riemannian polyhedron with bounded geometry in sense of 6].

(2) When the polyhedron X is complete of nonpositive curvature (in the sense of Alexandrov)
and not necessarily compact, the constant c in Theorem 14 is equal to .

2. H6LDER CONTINUITY

In the this section we will discuss a kind of regularity of an energy minimizer map between
Riemannian polyhedra. More precisely we will take two Riemannian polyhedra (X, g) and
(Y, h) of dimensions m and n, with X admissible and simplexwise smooth, and Y compact and
without focal points; and we ask the question: what level of regularity of a given locally energy
minimizing map W X - k is the universal cover of Y) can we have? The best answer we
obtain is the following theorem.
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Theorem 21.
Let X and Y be Riemannian polyhedra. Suppose that X is admissible and implexwise smooth

and Y is compact without focal points. Then, every locally energy minimizing map � X
where is the universal cover of Y, is H&lder continuous.

Recall that in our context, a map �p X --+ is H61der continuous if there is a H61der
continuous map which is equal to o almost everywhere in X.

To prove Theorem 21, we will adapt to our frame the arguments used by Eells and Fuglede
in 121 where they proved a similar theorem but in the case of the target polyhedron a complete
Riemannian polyhedron of nonpositive curvature. However, the difficulties in our case come
firstly, from the fact that we are considering the Riemannian polyhedra as a geometric habitat
and where, in general, we cannot use the second differential calculus. Secondly, difficulties also
arise from the fact that the strong convexity of the square of the distance function established
in Section is quite weaker than the convexity property used by Eells-Fuglede in 121 and it is
also optimal in our case.

Now let us begin with some lemmas which will be needed for the proof of Theorem 21.

Lemma 22.
W1,2Let Y be a compact Riemannian polyhedron wthout focal points. Let � C (X, Y) be a

locally energy minimizing map, where (k, dk) is the universal cover of '. Then �O is essentially
locally bounded (i. e. � = �, a.e. and �p is bounded) and we have for any q E k:

(1) The functions Vq : x F-* dk(q, �p(x)) and v 2 X 6 (q, W(x)) from W11,2 (X) are weakly
q Y 0C

subharmonic.

(2) E (V2, \) < 21 fX e(W)Adyg for every A E WC1, 2(x) nL' (X), > which we can writeq c

in the weak sense: Z�v 2 > 2 e(W), with c is the constant of the strong convexity of theq - C
square of the distance function, where E(v 2, fX Cn (V,\, VV2 )dpg with c

q q ?n M+1

and, w, being the volume of the unit ball in R' and and denote respectively the

gradient operator and the inner product, defined a. e in X

Proof Lemma 22.

Following the same idea used by Eells-Fuglede (Lemma 10.2 in 12]), an idea used by Jost 191

and previously used in 201, we will compare the map �p as in Lemma 22 with maps obtained

by pulling �p(x) towards a given point q E f.
W1,2

The map �p X from the space ,,(X, Y) is locally energy minimizing, so X can

be covered by relatively compact domains U X for which EWIU) Ebju) for every map
W11,2 -

� E , (X, Y) such that �p a.e. in X \ U.

Note v = vq X dk (q, W(x)), v = v 2 X 6 (q, W(x)) and set d referring to the distanceq Y

function dk in k. All the properties we want to show are local so we can suppose that X is

compact and it does not alter the results of the lemma.

By Theorem 14 the square of the distance function is strongly convex so there exists a

constant c > (depending only on the polyhedron Y) such that for every geodesic O' arc length

parameterized we have:

d'(p, a(s)) :� ( - s)d'(p, o-(O) + sd 2 p, , 1)) - cs(l - s)d 2(O' (0), o'(1))_

There are two cases to investigate, the first one is when c > I and the second one is when

c < .

In the first case c > 1, the strong convexity of the square distance function implies the

following:

d 2 p a S)) < (1 - s)d'(p, o-(O) + sd'(p, a(l) - s(1 - s)d'(a(O), u1)),
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which joins the case of nonpositive curvature and so by Eells-Fuglede's results 121 ch. 10)
Lemma 22 follows.

Now look at the second case when < c < 1. Let us first consider the case when A is a
Lipschitz map on X < A < and the support of A noted suppA is subset of some domain
U as we mentioned in the beginning of the proof. Let -y., denote the minimal geodesic in the
space Y joining the point -y.,(0 = p(x) to -�.(1 = q for x E X. Define a map (the pulling of
�p) �o,\ X - by �o,\ (x = x (A x)), for x E X 

The function �p,\ is L (X, k) because the geodesic -yx varies continuously with its end point
�p(x) (the space is without conjugate points, see [51) and dO'\(x),q) dx),q) with
d(�o(.), q) E L (X) (since �p E L (X, k)).

The strong convexity of the square of the distance function gives, for x, x E X,

d2 (W (X), (X,)) ( - A x')) d2 (� (X), (X,)) A x') d2 (W (X), q) -

c\(x')(1 - A(x'))d2(W(XI),q)

and

2 (�O' (X), \(X,)) 2 (� (X), �0'd ( - A(x))d (X,)) A x) d2 (�O) (x'), q) -

cA (x) ( - A x)) d2 (� (X), q).

Combining the two inequalities and inserting do,\(x'), q = (I - A(x'))d(W(x'), q), we obtain,

d - < -[A(x) + A(x' - A(x)A(x')]d2 + ( - A(x))A(x')V2(X - cA(x)( - A(x))V2(X)A -

-41 - A(x))A(x')(1 - A(x'))v2(XI + A(x)(1 - A(x'))2V2(XI),

with d\ = d(W,\ (x), w\ (x')) and d = dp(x), �p(x')).
Now, we will pull closely the map towards the point q such that A > Under thisI+C

assumption (A > we have for every xx E X, A(x)(1 - A(x')) cA(x)(1 - cA(x')) and1+c
A(x')(1 - A(x)) cA(x')(1 - cA(x)). Taking in to account these inequalities we obtain,

d - d < -[A(x) + A(x' - A(x)A(x')]d2 - c(A(x - A(x'))(V2(X _ V2(X,))A -

+ JO(A2(X))l + JO(A(x')A(x))l + JO(A(x)A2(X,))l

For a given A a compact supporting positive Lipschitz function, replace A with tA, for any
0 < t < c, this leads to,

d - < -[tA(x) + tA(x') _ t2A(x)A(x')]d2 - ct(A(x - A(x'))(v'(x) V2(X,))t A -

+ E210(A2(X))l + 2J0(A(x')A(x)) + E10(A(x)A2(X,))l

Observe that

E(Wt,\Iu - EWIu) lim lim sup (eE �pt,\ - e,, (w) f d/-t,,
fEC.(U,[0,1J) E-0 fu

EYwhere for > e, (0) (x = fB, x,,) dILg (x'), with E L' (X, k)., +id lo
Notethatforx'EBX(xE)wehaveIA(x)-A(x')I<const.Eand�oissupposedlocallyenergy

minimizing, so by Eells-Fuglede's results 12, Definition 91, Theorem 91 and Corollary 92 we
deduce from the inequality *),

< Eot,\Iu - EWIu) - flu (2tA _ t2A2)e(W)dpg - cc, J t(VA, VV2)dttg+
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C"_'(O(11A112_)L + 0JJAJJ'_))dyg,
JU L

where c, is a constant depending on the polyhedron X and, and denote respectively
the gradient operator and the inner product, defined a.e in X (cf. 21] and 12, ch 5). Thus
the function Wt,\ is in the space W 1,2(x).

Now again replace in the last inequalities A with t2 A divided by t3 and let t -- 0 we obtain
for every A E Lip+ U)

< 2Ae(�p)d[ig - cc,,, (VA, VV2)dpg.
- fu fu

So we infer that for every A E Lip+ U),C

< JU 2Ae(W)dpg -cc,., JU (VA, VV2)dpg.

These inequalities extend to functions A E W,1,2(U) n L-(U), with A > , because any such
A can be approximated in Wrl, 2 (U) by uniformly bounded functions i L(U). Thus for A EEC
WC1, 2(X) n L-(X) A > we have (on X),

< I 2Ae(�p)dMg -cc,,, J (VA, VV2 ) dpg.

So we have shown the second statement of Lemma 22. For the first part of the lemma, we just
remark that by the last inequalities we have, for every A E Wcl, 2 X) C L- (X) A > ,

fX (VA, VV2 ) dyg < ,

which means that the function v 2= d2 (,p(.), q) is weakly subharmonic in X and, in particular,
essentially locally bounded.

For the function v = d(W(.), q), by the usual polarization 12, page 21 2.1)] we have for every
A E Wcl, 2 X) n L- (X) A > ,

E (V2 A = 2E(v,,\v - 2c,,, J A Vv, V v) dfig.

Remember that by the triangle inequality, JV(X) _ V(XI) 12 < d2(�O(X)' �p(x')), and so 12, corollary

9.21 C"'JVV12 < ep). Inserting E V2 A fX 2Ae (W) dp_ < in the last equality, it therefore

follows, for every A E Wel, 2 X) n L- (X) A > ,

E(v,,\v) c,(Vv, V(Av))dtLg < - N Ae(�p)dpg.
I c X

But the constant c is supposed < so we deduce that,

for every A E W'1, 2(X) n L- (X) A > 0, fX (Vv, V(Av)�dpg 0.

Now, using the Eells-Fuglede's arguments 12, page 1831, we deduce that the function v is weakly

subharmonic in X and it is essentially locally bounded too.

0
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Corollary 23.
Under the hypotheses of Lemma 22, if the map is of (global) finite energy then, E(v2 A) 

-21 fX eo)Adyg for every A E W01, 2(X) n L-(X) A > .C

Proof of Corollary 23.
By Lemma 22, we have, for every A E W.1,2(X)nL-(X) A > 0, EV2 A) 21 fX ep)AdpC _.

W1,2 - (X W01, 2 X)By truncation, any positive function A E . (X)nL ) can be approximated in
by a uniformly bounded sequence of function A E Wel, 2 X) n Lo" X)

Now, E�p) is supposed < oo, so by the dominated convergence theorem, we have f A.e(�o)dpg
f Ae(�p)dpg (in fact there is a subsequence of (A,,,) which converges to A pointwise a.e.)

Corollary 24.
Under the hypotheses of Lemma 22, every locally energy minimizing map � : X is

locally essentially bounded.

Proof of Corollary 24.

The Eells-Fuglede's proof 12, Corollary 10.1] of the same statement in the case where the

target space Y is of nonpositive curvature, remains valid in our case.

0

The following lemma will be necessary in the proof of the next one (Lemma 26), but it is

also of special self interest.

Lemma 25.
Let (M, v) be a probability measure space, let (k, d) be the universal covering of compact

Riemannian polyhedron Y without focal points, and f E L 2( In, k). Then there exists a unique

center of mass , defined as the point in which minimizes the integral f,, d 2(f (x), q)dv(x).

Proof of Lemma 25.

The space k is supposed without focal points, consequently the square of the distance function

is strong convex. SO, if Y1, Y2 are two points in Y and y i is their midpoint (the unique point in
2

the unique geodesic between y and Y2 which is at equal distance to both y and Y2), then we

have,

d2(f(X),Yl) < 1 d 2 f X), , + 1d2(f(X), Y2) cd 2 (Y,, Y2),
2 2 2 4

with < c a constant depending on the space Y. Integrating over we obtain,

2(yl, - 2(f(X), - 2(f(X),cd Y2) 1 d yl)dv(x) + 1 d Y2)dv(x) d'(f(x),y�)dv(x),4 2 2 2
M 91

Thus any minimizing sequence (xi) is Cauchy, in particular it converges to a unique limit point

(Y is complete) which is the unique minimizer of our integral.

Lemma 26.

Let (X, g) denote a compact admissible Riemannian polyhedron and (�', d) be the universal

covering of compact Riemannian polyhedron Y without focal points. For every measurable set

A c X with pg (A) > 0, the meanvalue ��A E k over A of a map �p E W 12 X, Y), defined as

the minimizing point in of the integral fA d(W(x), q)dpg (x), lies in the closed convex hull of

the essential image �o(A).

Before proving the lemma, just recall that the essential image W(A) is defined as the closed

set of all points q E Y� such that A n o- 1 (V) has positive measure for any neighborhood V of
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q in Y, and the closed convex hull of a set C Y is defined as the intersection of all closed
convex subsets of containing B.

Proof of Lemma 26.
The existence and uniqueness of the meanvalue point (of a map belonging to W,2 X, y))

over any measurable subset of X are immediately deduced from Lemma 25.
Let C denote any convex set containing �p(A), let y E \ C, we claim that there is a unique

point E C nearest to y. Indeed, any minimizing sequence (yi) c C for the function d 2 y, . on
C, is Cauchy in k, by the strong convexity of the square of the distance function, and hence
has a unique limit point E C (because C is closed).

Now, let z denote any point of C, consider the unique geodesic 0-_� (because is without
conjugate points [51) connecting z to 9 The point is the unique orthogonal projection (in
the sense of [51) of the point y on the geodesic az�, consequently the angle at the point (the
distance in the link of �) between the geodesics az� and uy is > , and so, we deduce that,2
d(zy > d(z,�).

Moreover, we infer that do(-),y > d(W(.),q) a.e in A, which rules out the possibility that
any point y E C can be the meanvalue of �p over A.

0

Now, we have all the ingredients to prove Theorem 21.

Proof of Theorem 2 .
Replacing Lemma 10.2 Lemma 10.4 and Corollary 10.1 in the Eells-Fuglede's proof of the

equivalent theorem 12, Ch1 , page 189] in the case of the target polyhedron of nonpositive
curvature, with our Lemma 22, Lemma 26 and Corollary 24 respectively, using the weak
Poincar6 inequality [cf. 12, Proposition 911 and the fact that Sublemma 10.1, Lemma 10.3 and
Corollary 10.2 of 12] remain valid in our case, then using the Eells-Fuglede's arguments 12,
pages 189-192], we easily derive our theorem.

3. APPLICATION

The natural question which comes to our minds after the regularity result of Theorem 21 is:
when or where can we apply the regularity obtained? Thus, we will conclude the paper with
this short section where we will give an example of such application. The application proposed
will in some sense, complete the existence result of energy minimizer maps, obtained in 5].
Henceforth all polyhedra considered are supposed simplexwise smooth.

Theorem 31.
Let X and Y be compact Riemannian polyhedra. Suppose that X is admissible and Y is

without focal points.
Then every homotopy class [u] of each continuous map u between the polyhedra X and Y has

an energy minimizer relative to [u] which is H61der continuous.

Proof of Theorem 31.
Let X and Y be two compact Riemannian polyhedra such that X is admissible and Y is

without focal points.
Firstly, remark that the existence part of Theorem 31 is already proved in [51-
Secondly, as we showed in the proof of the existence part in [5], if u denotes an energy

minimizer in the class [u] then it can be covered by a map �& : ± -* k, where and denote
respectively the universal covers of X and Y, and which minimizes the energy in the class of
the equivariant maps with respect to the fundamental groups 7r, (X) and 7r, (Y) in W,2 (.k, k).
Moreover E(u = fp e(fi), where c denote the fundamental domain of 7r, (X). But the

11



universal cover �' satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 21 so �& is 1161der continuous, and therefore
is the map u (the energy minimizer map relative to the class [u]). This ends the proof.

0

ANNEX.

The annex is globally devoted to an overview concerning the geodesic spaces, Riemannian
polyhedra and the harmonic maps on singular spaces. The last subject was developed succes-
sively by Gromov-Schoen [15], Korevaar-Schoen 211 22] and Eells-Fuglede 12]. We hope that
the annex will be useful for the reader.

1. Geodesic spaces 2 6 7 ] [141-
Let X be a metric space with metric d. A curve c I --+ X is called a geodesic if there is v > ,

called the speed, such that every t E I has neighborhood U I with d(c(ti), C(t2) = V tl - 2i

for all t1, t2 E U If the above equality holds for all t1, t2 E I, then c is called minimal godesic.
The space X is called a geodesic space if every two points in X are connected by minimal

geodesic. We assume from now on that X is a complete geodesic space.
A triangle A in X is a triple (0`1, 0`2, 0`3) of geodesic segments whose end points match in the

usual way. Denote by Hk the simply connected complete surface of constant Gauss curvature
k A omparison triangle �� for a triangle A c X is a triangle in Hk with the same lengths of

sides as A. A comparison triangle in Hk exists and is unique up to congruence if the lengths of

sides of A satisfy the triangle inequality and, in the case k > , if the perimeter of A is < 2'
vfk

Let A (I, 2, 3) be a comparison triangle for A = (1, U2, U3), then for every point x E ai,

i = 1 2 3 we denote by �T- the unique point on &i which lies at the same distances to the ends

as x.

Let d denote the distance functions in both X and Hk. A triangle A in X is CATk triangle

if the sides satisfy the triangle inequality, the perimeter of A is < 2 for k > , and if d(x, y <
Vk

d(-;T, ), for every two points x, y X 

We say that X has curvature at most k and write kX < k if every point x E X has a

neighborhood U such that any triangle in X with vertices in U and minimizing sides is CATk.

Note that we do not define kX. If X is Riemannian manifold, then kX k iff k is an upper

bound for the sectional curvature of X.

A geodesic space X is called geodesically complete iff every geodesic can be stretched in the

two direction.

We say that a geodesic space X is without conjugate points if every two points in X are

connected by unique geodesic.

2. Orthogonality and focal point.

For more details on the study of focal points in geodesic space, the reader can refer to 41

and [5].

2.1 Orthogonality.

(X, d) will denote a complete geodesic space. Let o- : R - X denote a geodesic and a,

la, b] X a minimal geodesic with a foot in o- (i.e. a, (a) E u(R)).

The geodesic a, is orthogonal to a if for all t E la, b], the point a, (t) is locally of minimal

distance from o-.

In the case when for given geodesic a and a non-belonging point p there exists an orthogonal

geodesic o' to a and containing p, we will call the intersection point between o and o the

orthogonal projection point of p on o,.

It is shown in 4 that, on one hand, if the geodesic a is minimal then there always exists a

realizing distance orthogonal geodesic to connecting every external point p (off to o On

the other hand, if the space (X, d) is locally compact with non-null injectivity radius and the

geodesic o- is minimal on every open interval with length lower than the ijectivity radius, then
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for every point p off and whose distance from is not greater than the half of the injectivity
radius, there exists a geodesic joining orthogonally the point p and the geodesic .

As corollaries, if the space (X, d) is simply connected CATO space then for given geodesic
a R X and an off point p there always exists a realizing distance orthogonal geodesic from p
to a. When X is CATk for positive constant k then there always exists an orthogonal geodesic
to a from a point p whose distance from is not greater than In these last two cases the

2 vlk
angle between two orthogonal geodesics (in the sense of the definition above) is always greater
than or equal to 2

2.2 Focal points.
Let (X, d) denote a complete geodesic space, a R X a geodesic and p a point not

belonging to the geodesic .
The point p is said to be a focal point of the geodesic a or just a focal point of the space

X, if there exists a minimal geodesic variation & : cc[x[0,11 --+ X such that, if we note
&(t, s = at(s), ao is minimal geodesic joining p to the point q = '(0) and for every t El - , E[,

at is minimal geodesic containing a(t), with the properties:

(1) For every t E - E, c[, each a geodesic at is orthogonal to a.

(2) liM d'UtM = .
t-0 d(qa(t))

This definition was introduced in 4 as a natural generalization of the same notion in the

smooth case. It is shown in the same paper that the Hadamard spaces are without a focal point.

It is also shown in 5], that if X is a simply connected geodesic space without focal points

then it is without conjugate points.

3. Riemannian polyhedra.

3.1 Riemannian admissible complexes 3 6 7 1] 28]).

Let K be locally finite simplicial complex, endowed with a piecewise smooth Riemannian

metric g; i.e. g is a family of smooth Riemannian metrics ga on simplexes A of K such that

the restriction gAJA gA, for any simplexes A' and A with A' c A.

Let K be a finite dimensional simplicial complex which is connected locally finite. A map f

from [a, b] to K is called a broken geodesic if there is a subdivision a = to < t, < ... < tp+1 = b

such that f Qti, ti+,]) is contained in some cell and the restriction of f to [ti, ti+,] is a geodesic

inside that cell. Then define the length of the broken geodesic map f to be:

i=P

L(f = 1: d(f (ti), f ti+,)).

i=O

The length inside each cell being measured with respect its metric.
Then define j(x, y), for every two points x, y in K to be the lower bound of the lengths of

broken geodesics from x to y. d is a pseudo-distance.

If K is connected and locally finite, then K, j) is a length space which is a geodesic space if

complete (see also 6.

An 1-simplex in K is called a boundary simplex if it is adjacent to exactly one + 1 simplex.

The complex K is called boundaryless if there are no boundary simplexes in K.

The (open) star of an open simplex A' (i.e. the topological interior of A or the points of A

not belonging to any sub-face of A, so if A is point then A' = A) of K is defined as:

St(A' = UJA : Ai is simplex of K with Ai :: A}i

The star st(p) of point p is defined as the star of its carrier, the unique open simplex A'

containing p. Every star is path connected and contains the star of its points. In particular K

is locally path connected. The closure of any star is sub-complex.
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We say that the complex K is admissible, if it is dimensionally homogeneous and for every
connected open subset U of K, the open set U \ U n Ithe (k - 2 - skeleton}} is connected k
is the dimension of K)(i.e. K is (n - I)-chaiziable).

Let E K be a vertex of K so that is in the 1-simplex Al. We view Al as an affine simplex
in R, that is Ai =nl=o Hi, where Ho, HI,_, Hi are closed half spaces in general position,
and we suppose that is in the topological interior of Ho. The Riemannian metric gA, is the
restriction to l of a smooth Riemannian metric defined in an open neighborhood V of Al in
Rl. The intersection T�,;Al= n1= 1 Hi C T7 V is a cone with apex 0 E T V, and gA, (X) turns it
into an euclidean cone. Let A, Al (m < ) be another simplex adjacent to . Then, the face
of TAl corresponding to A.. is isomorphic to TrA, and we view TxAm as a subset of T,,,Al.

Set T.K = UA,3x T.Ai, we call it the tangent cone of K at . Let SxAl denote the subset
of all unit vectors in T.,Al and set Sx = S:,:K = UA,3x S.,Ai. The set S,,, is called the link
of in K. If Al is a simplex adjacent to , then gA,(x) defines a Riemannian metric on the
( - l)-simplex Sx Al. The family g of Riemannian metrics gA, (X) turns Sx Al into a simplicial
complex with a piecewise smooth Riemannian metric such that the simplexes are spherical.

We call an admissible connected locally finite simplicial complex, endowed with a piecewise
smooth Riemannian metric, an admissible Riemannian complex.

3.2 Riemannian polyhedron 9 [1].
We mean by polyhedron a connected locally compact separable Hausdorff space X for which

there exists a simplicial complex K and homeomorphism 0 K --4X. Any such pair (K, is
called a triangulation of X. The complex K is necessarily countable and locally finite (cf. 271
page 120) and the space X is path connected and locally contractible. The dimension of X is
by definition the dimension of K and is independent of the triangulation.

A sub-polyhedron of a polyhedron X with given triangulation (K, 0), is polyhedron X' c X
having as a triangulation (K', OIKO where K' is a subcomplex of K (i.e. K' is complex whose
vertices and simplexes are some of those of K).

If X is polyhedron with specified triangulation (K, 0), we shall speak of vertices, simplexes,
i-skeletons or stars of X respectively of a space of links or tangent cones of X as the image
under of vertices, simplexes, i-skeletons or stars of K respectively the image of space of links
or tangent cones of K. Thus our simplexes become compact subsets of X and the i-skeletons
and stars become sub-polyhedrons of X.

If for given triangulation (KO) of the polyhedron X, the homeomorphism is locally bi-
lipschitz then X is said to be Lip polyhedron and Lip homeomorphism.

A null set in a Lip polyhedron X is a set Z C X such that Z meets every maximal sim-
plex A, relative to a triangulation (KO) (hence any) in a set whose pre-image under has
n-dimensional Lebesgue measure 0, n = dimA. Note that 'almost everywhere' (a.e.) means
everywhere except in some null set.

A Riemannian polyhedron X = Xg) is defined as a Lip polyhedron X with a specified
triangulation (KO) such that K is a simplicial complex endowed with a covariant bounded
measurable Riemannian metric tensor g, satisfying the ellipticity condition below. In fact,
suppose that X has homogeneous dimension n and choose a measurable Riemannian metric gA
on the open euclidean n-simplex of K. In terms of euclidean coordinates XI I... I Xn}
of points = 1 (p), gA thus assigns to almost every point p E A' (or ), an n x n symmetric
positive definite matrix gA = g4(x))ii=i,...,n with measurable real entries and there is a
constant AA > such that (ellipticity condition):

i=n i=n
A-2 E(�i)2 < 1: gA X)�i�j < A2 E(�i)2

i=O ij %=O
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for ae. x E 0'(A") and every E R'. This condition amounts to the components
of gA being bounded and it is independent not only of the choice of the euclidean frame on
0-'(A') but also of the chosen triangulation.

For simplicity of statements we shall sometimes require that, relative to a fixed triangulation
(K, 0) of Riemannian polyhedron X (uniform ellipticity condition),

A = supfAA A is simplex of XI < o

A Riemannian polyhedron X is said to be admissible if for a fixed triangulation (K, 0) (hence
any) the Riemannian simplicial complex K is admissible.

We underline that (for simplicity) the given definition of a Riemannian polyhedron X, g)
contains already the fact (because of the definition above of the Riemannian admissible complex)
that the metric g is continuous relative to some (hence any) triangulation (i.e. for every maximal
simplex A the metric gA is continuous up to the boundary). This fact is sometimes omitted in
the literature. The polyhedron is said to be simpexwise smooth if relative to some triangulation
(K, 0) (and hence any), the complex K is simplexwise smooth. Both continuity and simplexwise
smoothness are preserved under subdivision.

In the case of a general bounded measurable Riemannian metric g on X we often consider,
in addition to g, the euclidean Riemannian metric g' on the Lip polyhedron X with a specified
triangulation (K, 0). For each simplex A, g' is defined in terms of euclidean frame on - (AO)
as above by unitmatrix. (6ij). Thus g' is by no means covariantly defined and should be regarded
as a mere reference metric on the triangulated polyhedron X.

Relative to a given triangulation (K, 0) of an n-dimensional Riemannian polyhedron (X, g)
(not necessarily admissible), we have on X the distance function e induced by the euclidean
distance on the euclidean space V in which K is affinely Lip embedded. This distance e is not
intrinsic but it will play an auxiliary role in defining an equivalent distance dX as follows:

Let 3 denote the collection of all null sets of X. For given triangulation (K, 0) consider the
set ZK 3 obtained from X by removing from each maximal simplex A in X those points of
A' which are Lebesgue points for gA. For x, y X and any Z E 3 such that Z C ZK we set:

dx (x, y = sup inf ILK (7): -y is Lip continuous path and transversal to Z,
ZE3

Z:)ZK

where LK (-Y) is the length of the path -y defined as:

LK(-Y) f7 V(g4 - -1 o -y)�i�j, the sum is over all simplexes meeting -y.
ACX

It is shown in 12] that the distance dX is intrinsic, in particular it is independent of the
chosen triangulation and it is equivalent to the euclidean distance e (due to the Lip affinely and
homeomorphically embedding of X in some euclidean space V).

4. Energy of maps.
The concept of energy in the case of a map of Riemannian domain into an arbitrary metric

space Y was defined and investigated by Korevaar and Shoen 211. Later this concept was
extended by Eells and Fuglede 12] to the case of a map from an admissible Riemannian polyhe-
dron X with simplexwise smooth Riemannian metric. Thus, the energy E(W) of a map from
X to the space Y is defined as the limit of suitable approximate energy expressed in terms of
the distance function dy of Y.

It is shown in 121 that the maps �p X -- Y of finite energy are precisely those quasicontin-
uous (i.e. has a continuous restriction to closed sets, whose complements have arbitrarily small
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capacity, (cf. 121 page 153) whose restriction to each top dimensional simplex of X has finite
energy in the sense of Korevaar-Schoen, and E�o) is the sum of the energies of these restrictions.

Now, let X, g) be an admissible m-dimensional Riemannian polyhedron with simplexwise
smooth Riemannian metric. It is not required that g is continuous across lower dimensional
simplexes. The target (Y, dy) is an arbitrary metric space.

Denote L' X Y) the space of all A. -measurable (p. the volume measure of g) maps loc
X --+ Y having separable essential range and for which the map dy(�O(.), q) E L' (X, g) (i.e.lo
locally p.-squared integrable) for some point q (hence by triangle inequality for any point).
For �p, �b - L2 o'(X, Y) define their distance D�p, 0) by:

D2(W,,O) d2 (�p(x),�b(x))dyg(x).
fX Y

Two maps �p,,O E L2,
lo_(X, Y) are said to be equivalent if D�p, �b = 0, i.e. �p(x = b(x) yg-a.e.

If the space X is compact then D(�o, V) < oo and D is a metric on L2 , (X, y = L2 X, y) whichlo
is complete if the space Y is complete 21].

The approximate energy density of the map � E L2 , (X, y) is defined for > by:lo

2 (�O(X)' �O(X'))

e, (�O) W = fBX (XE) dy EM+2 djtg (x').

The function e,(V) > is locally pg-integrable.
2 , (X, y i:The energy E�o) of a map �o of class Lo

E(W = sup (lim sup fej�o)djug),
fEC�(X,[0,11) E-0 L

where C,(X, [0, 1]) denotes the space of continuous functions from X to the interval 0, 1 with

compact support.

A map �o X 4 Y is said to be locally of finite energy, and we write E W" 2(X, Y) if
loc

E(�ojU < oo for every relatively compact domain U X or equivalently if X can be covered

by domains U X such that EojU < oo.

For example cf. 12] lemma 44), every Lip continuous map p X -+ Y is of class W11, 2 X, Y).
1, 2 X, y) is denoted WI, 2 X, y) the space of all maps of finite

In the case when X is compact W,,,
energy.

W'I,2 X, Y) denotes the linear subspace of WI,2 X, y) consisting of all maps of finite energy

of compact support in X.

We denote the closure of the space Lipc(X) (the space of Lipschits continuous functions with
compact supports) in the space Wl,2(X) W,2(X).

We can show (cf. 121 theorem .1) that a map �p E L2 (X) is locally of finite energy iff therelo
is a function eo) E L' ,,,(X), named energy density of �p, such that (weak convergence):

lim, f e,: (�p) dpg J f e (�o) dp., for each f E Cc (X)
C- X
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